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Abstract

In today’s scenario, the fastest algorithm which uses a single layer of convolutional
network to detect the objects from the image is single shot multi-box detector (SSD)
algorithm. This paper studies object detection techniques to detect objects in real
time on any device running the proposed model in any environment. In this paper,
we have increased the classification accuracy of detecting objects by improving the
SSD algorithm while keeping the speed constant. These improvements have been
done in their convolutional layers, by using depth-wise separable convolution along
with spatial separable convolutions generally called multilayer convolutional neural
networks. The proposed method uses these multilayer convolutional neural networks
to develop a system model which consists of multilayers to classify the given objects
into any of the defined classes. The schemes then use multiple images and detect
the objects from these images, labeling them with their respective class label. To
speed up the computational performance, the proposed algorithm is applied along
with the multilayer convolutional neural network which uses a larger number of
default boxes and results in more accurate detection. The accuracy in detecting the
objects is checked by different parameters such as loss function, frames per second
(FPS), mean average precision (mAP), and aspect ratio. Experimental results confirm
that our proposed improved SSD algorithm has high accuracy.

Keywords: Single shot multi-box detector (SSMB), Faster region convolutional neural
networks (F-CNN), Loss function, Aspect ratio

1 Introduction
The information age has witnessed the rapid development of wireless network technol-

ogy, which has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners due to its

unique characteristics such as flexible structure and efficiency. As wireless network

technology continues to evolve, it has brought great convenience to people’s life and

work with its powerful technical capabilities. Wireless networks have gradually facili-

tated the main stream of people’s online life. At the same time, the advent of 5G net-

work will further enable the greater development and more advanced applications of

wireless network technology. The future generations of wireless networks will provide

strong support for related applications such as Internet of Things (IoT) and virtual
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reality (VR). Many of these applications connect to each other and transmit informa-

tion within networks based on the detection of specific target objects. In order to

achieve a comprehensive network connection between people and people, things and

people, and things and things, one of the key tasks of future applications is to identify

the target in a real-time manner in the wireless networks [1].

Identifying each object in a picture or scene with the help of computer/software is

called object detection. Object detection is one of the most important problems in the

area of wireless network computer vision. It is the basis of complex vision tasks such as

target tracking and scene understanding and is widely used in wireless networks. The

task of object detection is to determine whether there are objects belonging to the spe-

cified category in the image. If it exists, then the subsequent task is to identify its cat-

egory and location information. Traditional object detection algorithms are mainly

devoted to the detection of a few types of targets, such as pedestrian detection [2] and

infrared target detection [3]. Due to the recent advance of deep learning technology [4],

especially after the appearance of the deep convolution neural network (CNN) technol-

ogy, object detection algorithms have made a breakthrough development. Within these

algorithms, three major methods widely adopted in this field are You Only Look Once

(YOLO), single shot multi-box detector (SSD), and faster region CNN (F-RCNN) [5].

However, with the upcoming of 5G, the characteristics of wireless network, such as

massive data, service evolution, data diversification, and uneven spatial-temporal distri-

bution of data, have posed severe challenges to object detection under a real-time en-

vironment. Besides, real-time object detection also needs to be completed on any

device and in any environment. To address the challenges, this paper proposes object

detection technique to detect objects in real time with a model that can be executed on

any device in any environment. Specifically, our proposed method applies convolutional

neural networks to develop a model that consists of multiple layers to classify the given

objects into several defined classes. Based on the recent advancement in deep learning

with image processing, the proposed schemes then use multiple images and detect the

objects from these images, labeling them with their respective class label. These images

can be from videos which are fed into the model we prepared, and the training of the

model takes place until the error rate is reduced to an acceptable level. To speed up

the computational performance of the object detection technique, we have used im-

proved single shot multi-box detector (SSD) algorithm along with the faster region con-

volutional neural network. We also conduct experiments to check the accuracy of our

proposed method in detecting the objects with different parameters including loss func-

tion, mean average precision (mAP), and frames per second. The experiment results

demonstrate that the proposed model has a high performance in detect accurate ob-

jects for real-time applications.

Specifically, this research makes contributions to the existing literature by improving

the accuracy of SSD algorithm for detecting smaller objects. SSD algorithm works well

in detecting large objects but is less accurate in detecting smaller objects. Hence, we

modify the SSD algorithm to achieve acceptable accuracy for detecting smaller objects.

The images or scenes are taken from web cameras and we have used Pascal visual ob-

ject class (VOC) and common objects in context (COCO) datasets to carry out experi-

ments. We capture object detection (OD) datasets from our center for image

processing lab. We make use of different libraries to form a network and use
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tensorflow-GPU 1.5. For experimental setup, tensorflow directory, SSD MobilenetV1

FPN Feature Extractor, tensorflow object detection API, and anaconda virtual environ-

ment are used. This entire setup enables us to produce real-time object detection in a

better way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes related

work with a focus on the existing techniques of object detection. The third section dis-

cusses about the improved SSD algorithm. The fourth section represents the experi-

mental results. The fifth section describes discussion and analysis, limitations, and

future research directions. The final section concludes the paper.

2 Related work
2.1 Computer vision detection

In 2012, Alex [6] used the deep CNN Alex Net to win the championship in the task of

ILSVRC 2012 image classification, which was superior to the traditional algorithms.

Then scholars began to study the application of deep CNN in object detection. They

used Alex Netto construct algorithms, such as R-CNN [7–9], YOLO [5], SSD [10], and

others, which resulted in a surging research stream of computer vision detection.

Girshick et al. [8] proposed a method R-CNN by successfully combining region pro-

posals with CNNs, which improves mean average precision (mAP) by more than 30%.

The next year Girshick [11] named a new algorithm faster R-CNN, which employs

spatial pyramid pooling networks. But it had a bottleneck in region proposal computa-

tion. In order to overcome this disadvantage, Ren et al. [12] successfully introduced a

Region Proposal Network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional features with the

detection network. Cao et al. [13] proposed a rotation invariant faster R-CNN target

detection algorithm. By adding regularization constraints to the target function of the

model, the invariance of the target CNN feature rotation is enhanced. The model im-

proved the accuracy by an average of 2.4%. Dai et al. [14] proposed position-sensitive

score maps to address a dilemma between translation-invariance in image classification

and translation variance in object detection and successfully executed them 2.5–20

times faster than the F-RCNN counterpart. Lin et al. [15] developed a top-down archi-

tecture with lateral connections, called Feature Pyramid Network (FPN), by building

high-level semantic feature maps at all scales. All these algorithms successfully solved

the problem in object detection. However, there are still defects in accuracy and speed

for wireless network object detection applications.

In order to get a better computing speed, Redmon et al. [5] proposed a new YOLO

algorithm to object detection. It achieved double mAP in real-time detectors. Then

Redmon et al. [16] put forward an improved algorithm YOLO V2. On the basis of

YOLO, batch normalization [17] was added in the algorithm to speed up the training

and the algorithm adds anchor boxes and high resolution classifier to improve accur-

acy. Result shows that it runs significantly faster than F-RCNN with ResNet [18] and

SSD [19]. To achieve high speed and accuracy rate, scholars further optimized the

YOLO V2. For instance, Wei et al. [20] used the dimension clustering of object box,

classified network pre-training, conducted multi-scale detection training, changed the

candidate box filtering rules and other methods, and made the algorithm better adap-

tive to the location task and object detection. It increased the average accuracy rate of
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the detection network to 79.5%. Redmon et al. [21] proposed the third version of the

YOLO series, YOLO V3, which improved the algorithm at the accuracy of detection.

For SSD algorithm, researchers also made many other improvements, such as DSSD

[22], F-SSD [23], and R-SSD [24]. They all improved the fusion method of different fea-

tures. However, it has some difficulties at expressing the shallow features of the predic-

tion layer. To address some of the concerns, Fu et al. [22] offered a Deconvolutional

Single Shot Detector (DSSD) by combining a classifier (Residual-101 [25]) with an SSD

[26]. Wang et al. [27] proposed an improved SSD algorithm based on target proposal

and one-stage target detection to improve the target detection performance. It im-

proved the mAP in the small target detection by 14.46% and 13.92% compared to F-

RCNN [13] and R-FCN [14] algorithms. Lin et al. [28] designed a detector RetinaNet to

address extreme foreground-background class imbalance by reshaping the standard

cross-entropy loss.

2.2 Relevant systems

A deep neural network is basically consisted of two different models: the first is convo-

luted and the other is non-linear relationships. In both models, an object is considered as

a layered configuration of primitives. Numerous architectures and algorithms have imple-

mented the concept of deep learning neural networks including belief network, stacked

network, and gated recurrent unit. The first CNN was constructed by LeCun et al. [29].

The different application domains of CNN now include image-processing, handwriting

character recognition, etc. Object detection is performed by estimating the coordinates

and class of particular objects in the picture. The presence of these objects in a picture

may be in random positions. We next summarize the details of faster RCNN and YOLO

v3 architecture as they are directly relevant to our proposed method.

2.2.1 Faster RCNN

Region Proposal Network for generating regions and detecting objects uses two

methods of fast RCNN. The first method proposes regions and uses the proposed re-

gions respectively. In fast RCNN, Ren et al. [12] has used 16 architectures in convolu-

tion layers to achieve detection and classification accuracy on datasets. Kumar et al.

[30–32] proposed a method to detect the objects with audio device in real time for

blind people using deep neural network. Figure 1 demonstrates the architecture of Fas-

ter RCNN. There is a limitation in Faster R-CNN that it has a complex training process

and slow processing speed.

2.2.2 YOLO V3

YOLO V3 is a detector of objects which makes use of features learned by a deep convo-

lutional neural network for detecting object in real time [21]. It consists of 75 convolu-

tional layers with up-sampling layers and skips connections for the complete image one

neural network being applied. Regions of the image are made. Later bounding boxes

are displayed along with probabilities. The most noticeable feature of YOLO V3 is that

the detections at three different scales can be done with the help of it. But the speed

has been traded off for boosts in accuracy in YOLO v3, and it does not perform well
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with small objects that appear in groups. Figure 2 represents the working mechanism

of the YOLO model.

2.2.3 Our contribution

To highlight our contribution to the existing literature, we next summarize some of the

key points of our proposed object detection technique based on the improved SSD

algorithm.

1. The improved SSD algorithm uses depth-wise separable convolution and spatial

separable convolutions in their convolutional layers. The depth-wise separable con-

volution performs operations such that it maps each number of input channel with

Fig. 1 Architecture of F-RCNN [12]. Demonstrates the architecture of Faster RCNN. There is a limitation in
faster R-CNN that it has a complex training process and slow processing speed

Fig. 2 A YOLO model [21]. Represents the working of YOLO model for detecting the objects from the
image. But the speed has been traded off for boosts in accuracy in YOLO v3 and it does not perform well
with small objects that appear in groups. The fast YOLO model has lower scores but good
real-time performances
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its corresponding number of output channel separately. Spatial separable convolu-

tion is the same as depth-wise convolution along the x- and y-axis.

2. This architecture reduces the number of operations to execute the algorithm in

fast speed through ways used by depth-wise separable convolution to reduce the

number of channels with the help of width multiplier and those used by spatial

separable convolution to reduce the feature maps of spatial dimensions by applying

resolution multiplier.

3. We use mAP and FPS as standard parameters for object detection. The major

objective during the training is to get a high-class confidence score.

4. The proposed approach enables us to produce real-time object detection by using

optimal values of aspect ratio.

5. Our improved SSD algorithm uses many default boxes, which results in more

accurate detection of objects.

3 Methodology
This section presents our proposed approach for detecting the objects in real-time from

images by using convolutional neural network deep learning process. The previous al-

gorithms such as CNN, faster CNN, faster RCNN, YOLO, and SSD are only suitable

for highly powerful computing machines and they require a large amount of time to

train. In this paper, we have tried to overcome the limitations of the SSD algorithm by

introducing an improved SSD algorithm with some improvement. The proposed

scheme uses improved SSD algorithm for higher detection precision with real-time

speed. However, SSD algorithm is not appropriate to detect tiny objects, since it over-

looks the context from the outside of the boxes. To address this issue, the proposed al-

gorithm uses depth-wise separable convolution and spatial separable convolutions in

their convolutional layers. Specifically, our proposed approach uses a new architecture

as a combination of multilayer of convolutional neural network. The algorithm com-

prises of two phases. First, it reduces the feature maps extraction of spatial dimensions

by using resolution multiplier. Second, it is designed with the application of small con-

volutional filters for detecting objects by using the best aspect ratio values. The major

objective during the training is to get a high-class confidence score by matching the de-

fault boxes with the ground truth boxes. The advantage of having multi-box on mul-

tiple layers leads to significant results in detection. Single shot multi-box detector was

discharged at the tip of Gregorian calendar month 2016 and thus arrived at a new set

of records on customary knowledge sets like Pascal VOC and COCO. The major prob-

lem with the previous methods was how to recover the fall in precision, for which SSD

applies some improvements that include multi-scale feature map and default boxes. For

detecting a small object with higher resolutions, feature maps are used. The training set

of improved SSD algorithm depends upon three main sections, i.e., selecting the size of

box, matching of boxes, and loss function. The proposed scheme can be understood by

the system model given in Fig. 3.

3.1 SSMBD algorithm

In order to interpret the role of SSD algorithm, we first formally denote the following

concepts.
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Single shot: This means that the tasks of the thing localization and classification are

exhausted one passing play of the network.

Multi-box: Ground truth box and predicted box are the boxes in multi-box. This is

introduced by Szegedy [33].

Detector: The network is an associate degree object detector that conjointly classifies

those detected objects.

Default the size of the boxes: The selection of boxes is based on the minimum value

of convolution layer and maximum values of change in intensity [34]. The first algo-

rithm represents the procedure of producing specified feature maps F(m).

Truth boxes: After finding the size of boxes, the next phase is matching of the boxes

with the corresponding truth boxes. A specific given picture to identify the truth boxes

is explained in the second algorithm.

Loss function: The loss function is unbelievably simple, and it is a methodology of

evaluating how well your role models your dataset. If your predictions are entirely of

your loss function, it can operate next range. If the output range is less, it means that

the model is good. The main objective is to minimize loss function. The loss function

is also depending upon the sum of weighted localization and classification loss func-

tions [35].

When a color image is fed into the input layer, SSD does the following.

Step 1: Image is passed through large number of convolutional layers extracting fea-

ture maps at different points.

Step 2: Every location in each of those feature maps uses a 4x4 filter to judge a tiny

low default box.

Step 3: Predict the bounding box offset for each box.

Step 4: Predict the class probabilities for each box.

Step 5: Based on IOU, the truth boxes are matched with the predicted boxes.

Step6: Instead of exploiting all the negative examples, the result exploits the best-

assured loss for every default box.

Fig. 3 The proposed system model. The training set of improved SSD algorithm depends upon three main
sections, i.e., selecting the size of box, matching of boxes, and loss function. The proposed scheme can be
understood by the system model given in Fig. 3
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Steps in SSMBD Algorithm:

Steps in identifying box size:
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Figure 4 shows the process of identifying total number of default boxes, and Fig. 5

demonstrates the process of detecting objects with different color boxes.

4 Experimental results
This study proposes object detection technique to detect objects in real time on any de-

vice running the proposed model in any environment. We use python programming

language and OpenCV 2.4 library to execute the proposed system. Python libraries are

the open source framework for the construction, training, and identification of object

detection. The chosen datasets taken into consideration for this research were bound

to a group of people. Multi-scale feature extraction may improve the accuracy for de-

tecting big object but does not exhibit a good precision of speed to detect small objects.

Therefore, we have used depth-wise separable convolution along with spatial separable

convolutions to achieve this. For conducting the experiments and producing the results,

we use Pascal VOC1 and COCO2 object detection (OD) datasets from our center for

image processing lab.

4.1 Experimental setup

We make use of different libraries to form a network and also use tensorflow-GPU 1.5.

Once the training is done our next objective is to test the model for accuracy. The next

objective is to optimize the model as a tensorflow serving and deploy that to the envir-

onment which we want to use. For experimental setup tensorflow directory, SSD Mobi-

lenetV1 FPN feature extractor, tensorflow object detection API, and anaconda virtual

environment are used. This entire setup enables us to produce real-time object detec-

tion in a better way. To achieve great precision, we have increased the number of de-

fault boxes with less confidence and focus on the boxes having high confidence.

4.2 Performance etrics

The performance metrics which are used to evaluate the performance of improved SSD

algorithm to predict the boundary boxes and truth boxes for classification of object are

discussed here. These metrics include mAP, FPS, aspect ratio, logistic regression, and

Intersection over Union (IoU). The box regression technique of SSD is used to identify

the bounding box coordinate.

� The accuracy is calculated using Equation (1) below, which could be improved over

the original dataset.

Accuracy ¼ Object Ocorrectð Þ
TotalObject Tobj

� � ð1Þ

In the equation, Ocorrect represents the number of correctly detected object and

Tobj the total number of images.

1http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/
2http://cocodataset.org/#home
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� IoU is calculated by the Jaccard index to find out the overlap between two

bounding boxes [35]. Equation (2) shows the formula for IoU.

IoU ¼ area of overlap
area of union

ð2Þ

� Logistic regression is a model which identifies the probability of a result being

obtained. We have to segregate our problem dataset into different class labels.

Logistic regression model usually gives one of the highest accuracies of all

classification models [36]. Equation (3) indicates the logistic regression function.

Ln
p

1 − p

� �
¼ b0 þ b1�x ð3Þ

Fig. 4 Process of identifying total number of default boxes. Shows the process of identifying total number
of default boxes
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� Aspect ratio is used to find out the relationship between the width and height of

the image. Basically, it represents a shape of an image. We have used ARto

represent the aspect ratio.

AR ¼ Width of image
Height of image

ð4Þ

Figure 6 demonstrates the different sample images taken from object detection (OD)

datasets from our center for image processing lab used in the experimental setup.

Figure 7 represents the various objects detected by the proposed algorithm. In this re-

search work, we have used different colors of boxes to show different class labels. Our

scheme correctly detects and recognizes bottle, laptop, mouse, cup, teddy bear, um-

brella, person, keyboard, TV, zebra, toy car, bowl, chair, bird, vassal, and suitcase.

Fig. 5 Process of detecting objects with different color boxes. Demonstrates the process of detecting
objects with different color boxes
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5 Discussion and analysis
We have analyzed the correctness of our improved SSD algorithm which uses depth-

wise separable convolution along with spatial separable convolutions generally called

multilayer to increase the classification accuracy of detecting small objects without af-

fecting the speed. These multilayer convolutional neural networks use the confidence

Fig. 6 Some sample images and object detection using improved SSD model. Demonstrates the different
sample images taken from object detection (OD) dataset from our Centre for Image processing Lab used in
the experimental setup

Fig. 7 Detection of objects with different boxes using proposed approach. Represents the various objects
detected by the proposed algorithm. We have used different colors of boxes to show different class labels.
Our scheme correctly detects and recognizes bottle, laptop, mouse, cup, teddy bear, umbrella, person,
keyboard, TV, zebra, toy car, bowl, chair, bird, vassal, and suitcase
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value for improving the process of detecting accurate boxes. For experimental setup,

tensorflow directory, SSD MobilenetV1 FPN feature extractor, tensorflow object detec-

tion API, and anaconda virtual environment are used. The algorithm includes width

multiplier and resolution multiplier to minimize the channels, and feature maps as well.

The proposed approach produces real-time object detection by using aspect ratio. Our

improved SSD algorithm consists of large amounts of data, easy trained model, and fas-

ter GPUs, which allows to detect and classify multiple objects within an image with

high accuracy. The key functions of the proposed algorithm are object detection, object

localization, loss function, default boundary box, truth box, feature map, and

localization. In the object detection techniques, the selection convolutional layer plays a

vital role to improve from 65.5 to 74.3% with respect to mAP. In the case of default

box shapes, it improves from 71.6 to 74.3% with respect to mAP. Our improved SSD al-

gorithm uses the 4 × 4 feature maps along with a greater number of default boxes,

resulting in a more accurate detection. While comparing with the other previous

models, the testing speed of our proposed model is still faster because our approach

gives 79.8% of mAP and 89 FPS. We also compare with other feature extraction model

such as YOLO, SSD512, SSD300, and F-CNN to obtain the results. Table 1 demon-

strates the comparison between F-CNN, YOLO, SSD512, SSD300, and our proposed

model. We have combined faster R-CNN with SSD together to achieve high accuracy

and FPS with good speed to detect objects in real time as well. Table 1 represents the

different parameter of the improved SSD algorithm by using VOC and COCO test

datasets.

Table 2 shows the performance of different machine learning algorithm as image

classifiers namely convolution neural network, faster R-CNN, R-CNN, and faster R-

CNN VGG, ZF.

Table 3 represents the different values of mAP on Pascal VOC and COCO datasets.

It is obvious that improved SSD with multi-scale contexts meets our demand as the

best solution.

Although we have improved the SSD algorithm, there are certain limitations in

our research, such as blockage, deformable objects, corrupt objects, and interlaced

objects. One more limitation of our object detection algorithm is its inability to

deal with new object classes. Although we have trained our model for every pos-

sible object class, this problem can occur when an anonymous object is present in

the image.

For detecting the object, we have used different deep learning algorithms as object

classifiers namely convolution neural network and logistic regression. We have applied

four different object detection algorithms like SSD512, SSD300, YOLO, and F-CNN to

obtain the various small objects from the images with respect to Intersection over

Table 1 represents the results on Pascal VOC and COCO test

System model mAP FPS No. of boxes Resolution

F-CNN 73.2 7 6000 1000 × 600

YOLO 66.4 155 98 448 × 448

SSD512 76.8 19 24564 512 × 512

SSD300 74.3 46 8732 300 × 300

Proposed approach 79.8 89 5988 1024 × 1024
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Union (IoU). The IoU curves and results demonstrate that our proposed approach gives

the highest accuracy of 96.7%. Figure 8 a, b, and c show the different curves imple-

mented on SSD512, SSD300, amd YOLO V3-based detector.

The proposed improved SSD approach has a higher recall value, i.e., 0.9, com-

pared with that from YOLO, faster RCNN, NASNet, and R-FCN. Figure 9 demon-

strates the graph of recall percentage versus threshold IoU compared with other

object detection techniques such as YOLO, Faster-RCNN, NASNet, and R-FCN on

object detection (OD) datasets from our center for image processing lab. The recall

value of improved SSD algorithm is 79.8% when the different value of IoU is

applied.

6 Conclusion
This study develops an object detector algorithm using deep learning neural networks

for detecting the objects from the images. The research uses am improved SSD algo-

rithm along with multilayer convolutional network to achieve high accuracy in real

time for the detection of the objects. The performance of our algorithm is good in still

images and videos. The accuracy of the proposed model is more than 79.8%. The train-

ing time for this model is about 5–6 h. These convolutional neural networks extract

feature information from the image and then perform feature mapping to classify the

class label. The prime objective of our algorithm is to use the best aspect ratios values

for selecting the default boxes so that we can improve SSD algorithm for detecting

objects.

For checking the effectiveness of the scheme, we have used Pascal VOC and COCO

datasets. We have compared the values of different metrics such as mAP, loss function,

Table 2 Speed and performances for trained model with the 2007 and 2012 VOC datasets

Model mAP FPS Real-time speed

Faster YOLO 52.7% 155 YES

YOLO 63.4% 45 YES

YOLO VGG-16 66.4% 21 NO

Fast R-CNN 70.0% 0.5 NO

Faster R-CNN VGG-16 73.2% 7 NO

Faster R-CNN ZF 62.1% 18 NO

Table 3 The value of mAP on the 2007, 2010, 2012 VOC dataset, and 2015, 2016 COCO datasets

Model Pascal VOC
2007

Pascal VOC
2010

Pascal VOC
2012

COCO 2015
(IoU = 0.5)

COCO 2016
(IoU = 0.5)

Real-time
speed

YOLO 63.7% Not given 57.9% Not given Not given Yes

SSD 83.2% Not given 82.2% 48.5% Not given No

YOLO V2 78.6% Not given Not given 44.0% Not given Yes

Faster-RCNN 78.8% Not given 75.9% Not given Not given No

R-CNN Not given 62.4% Not given Not given Not given No

Mask R-CNN Not given Not given Not given Not given 62.3% No

NASNet Not given Not given Not given 43.1% Not given No

R-FCN 82.0% Not given Not given 53.2% Not given No
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Fig. 8 a IOU Curve of SSD512. b IOU Curve of SSD300. c IOU Curve of Yolo V3. Our proposed approach
gives us the highest accuracy of 96.7%. a–c Shows the different curves implemented on SSD312, SSD300,
and YOLO
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aspect ratio, and FPS with other previous models, which indicates that the proposed al-

gorithm achieves a higher mAP, uses more frames to gain good speed, and obtains ac-

ceptable accuracy for detecting objects from color images. This paper points out that

the algorithm uses truth box to extract feature maps. Future research can extend our

proposed algorithm by training the datasets for micro-objects.
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compared with other object detection technique such YOLO, faster R-CNN, NASNet, and R-FCN on object
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